
 Vocabulary  
charcoal A black crumbly drawing material 

colour mixing Mixing colours together to create new colours 

figure A person 

industry A group of business/buildings 

Lowry colours White, black, yellow, blue and red 

Primary  
colours 

Red, blue and yellow 

Perspective  The angle or direction in which a person looks at an      
object  

Knowledge, Artists and Significant works 
•His full name is Laurence Stephen Lowry. 
•He was born in Stretford, Manchester, on 1 November 1887. 
•He had an unhappy childhood by his own account and wasn’t appreciated by his mother, who had 
wanted a baby girl. 
He became well known for his matchstick men and the landscapes in  
the area where he lived. He painted ordinary things – people going  
to work or to the football, a busy market and the factories in his area.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What I should already know?  

I know the primary colours are red, yellow and blue and 
that by mixing two of these I can make other colours.  

I can control the marks I make with different media.  

By the end of the unit I should know... 

 How to mix paint using ‘Lowry’ colours. 
 Paint a background in the style of Lowry 
 Draw buildings and match sticks figures 

in the style of Lowry. 
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Skills and techniques 

LS Lowry made many works of art. Lots of his works were 
drawings. He drew many pictures in pencil, charcoal and 
pen. 

He used 5 colours-  If you add black it makes a colour 
darker. If you add white it makes a colour lighter. 

Coming from the mill. 

City collage 



Question 1 What did LS Lowry like to paint 
pictures of? 

Start 
of Unit 

End of 
Unit 

Animals   

Gardens   

People and industry (factories)   

Don’t know    

Question 2 What are the 5 ‘Lowry’ colours? Start 
of Unit 

End of 
Unit 

Pink, green, blue, purple and black   

Red, yellow, blue, black and white   

Green, blue, yellow, purple, red   

Don’t know    

What I would like to find out?  

 

Answers to my questions... 

 

Question 3 How would make a lighter shade of blue paint?  

Start of Unit— 

End of Unit— 


